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INTRODUCTION 

Rejection rates of body-powered hands are higher than 

that of hooks.
1
 Body powered hands are inefficient. As a 

result they require an uncomfortable high activation force, 

and produce a relatively low pinch force in return (<15 N).
2
 

Also they have stiff fingers, which do not adapt to the shape 

of the grasped object. Despite all the drawbacks of the 

current hands, the design of body powered hand prostheses 

almost has not changed since the 1950’s. The activation 

force has not been reduced. The pinch force is still low, and 

hand prostheses are still quite heavy. There have been 

attempts to increase the efficiency of body powered hand 

prostheses, by using hydraulics.
3, 4

 However, these studies 

have not resulted in the commercial application of 

hydraulics in body powered arm prostheses. 

 

GOAL 

The goal of this study was to design a new body-

powered, voluntary closing, hand prosthesis, which has 

articulating fingers. This hand should require an operation 

force within a comfortable level and should have a low 

mass. 

METHODS 

An articulating voluntary closing hand was designed 

and prototyped. Before the hand was designed, a number of 

demands and boundary conditions were defined. 

Hydraulics 

The principle of hydraulics was used, to transfer the energy 

of the body movements to the fingers of the hand prosthesis. 

Using hydraulic offers some potential benefits. In the first 

place, using hydraulics makes it possible to abandon the use 

of an Bowden-cable. This can significantly improve the 

efficiency of the entire system.
3
 The Bowden-cable 

dissipates a significant amount of energy, due to the friction 

in the curves of the cable. The curvature of a hydraulic hose 

has no significant influence on the efficiency of the system. 

In the second place, the use of hydraulics makes the energy 

distribution amongst the individual joints and fingers easier 

and more efficient. 

The hydraulic actuators should fit inside a finger, to enable 

actuation of the Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP)-joint. An 

actuator should weigh less than 10 grams, to stay within the 

overall mass limit of the entire hand. The actuators should 

be able to operate a pressure level of 50 bar, to enable a high 

maximum pinch force. Currently there are no standard 

hydraulic components available, which meet such strict 

requirements. Therefore miniature lightweight cylinders 

were designed, for the hydraulic hand  prototype. Water will 

be used as a hydraulic medium, instead of hydraulic oil, to 

reduce the negative effects in case of a small leakage. 

Boundary conditions 

- It was decided to design a hand of with a size of 7 ¾. 

This corresponds to a small size adult male hand, or a 

large size female hand. Once a prototype has been 

build, it can be slightly expanded or reduced to create a 

larger or a smaller size. 

- The hand prototype should be suitable for body 

powered shoulder control. 

- The elements of the hand should be modular, to enable 

easy replacement and upgrading of subsystems of the 

prototype. 

- Three fingers should have at least two actuated 

Degrees of Freedom (DoF’s) each, the 

Metacarpophalangeal (MCP)-joint and the PIP-joint. 

The little finger should have at least one actuator and 

two actuated joints. In total the hand should have at 

least seven actuated degrees of freedom. 

- The thumb should have at least one passive 

controllable DoF. However, by making use of 

modularity, the thumb should be easily be replaceable 

by an actuated thumb. 

- The wrist should have at least two passive DoF’s. One 

which enables for pro- and supination. A second which 

enables for flexion and extension of the hand. 

Under-actuation 

The multiple slave actuators in the hydraulic hand, should 

all be controlled by one master cylinder. Therefore the 

control will be done by using the principle of under-

actuation. A system is by definition under-actuated when 

there are more DoF’s than controlled actuators.
5
 As a result 
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the configuration of the fingers dependents on the external 

forces acting on them. 

Demands 

The most important demands to which the hand should 

comply are: 

- The mass of the hand should be as low as possible. The 

hand should weigh significantly less than current 

available hands (which weigh around 350 gram). The 

goal was to design a hand which has a mass below 

100 gram. 

- The activation force should be at a comfortable level. 

The comfortable activation force is not exactly known 

from literature. There are indications that the 

maximum comfortable level is around 50 N.
2
 

- The maximum pinch force should be above 30 N, to 

enable a broad range of activities of daily living.
6
  

The hand should be very efficient, to enable a high pinch 

force, at a low activation force. Therefore the hand should 

be designed to have a very low amount of hysteresis. 

 

RESULTS 

A hydraulic hand was designed and constructed. The hand 

has 7 DoF’s, actuated by 7 hydraulic cylinders. Three 

fingers have 2 actuated DoF’s, the little finger has one 

actuated DoF. The thumb has one passive DoF (Figure 1). 

 

  

Figure 1: The CAD-design of the hydraulic hand 

 

The predicted mass of the hand was less than 100 grams, 

according to the CAD-model. The measured mass of the 

ungloved hand prototype was 110 grams. 

The hand fits inside a cosmetic glove of size 7 ¾. The 

fingers are actuated by miniature hydraulic cylinders. The 

proximal cylinders in the finger have a piston diameter of 

8 mm, the distal cylinders and the cylinders in the little 

finger have a piston diameter of 7 mm (Figure 2). 

Initial testing showed that the cylinders could be operated at 

a pressure exceeding 50 bar, without any problem. Initial 

pinch force measurements showed that a finger could  

produce a pinch force of more than 30 N. 

 

 
Figure 2: One of the three 2DoF hydraulic fingers. The 

finger is activated by the small metal cylinders. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The mass was 10 grams higher than predicted. This is 

caused by the fact that some parts were not included in the 

CAD-drawings. The mass of the hand can be reduced, by 

further optimisation of the hand frame. The frame was not 

optimised for a low mass in the current prototype. 

The measured pinch force of more than 30 N, complies 

with the demands. Further measurements should determine 

the maximum pinch force. The pinch force is limited by the 

maximum allowable system pressure. Also the activation 

forces should be measured, which are required to pinch at 

certain pinch force levels. The required force should be 

within the  comfortable activation force. The transmission 

ratio for the activation 

Future work 

The final goal of the project is to have the hydraulic hand 

clinically tested. Before the hand can be clinically tested the 

following steps have to be executed: 

 The hand will be mechanically tested. The goal of 

these tests is to determine the maximum pinch 
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force, the grip strength, the required activation 

force, and the mechanical efficiency. 

 The hand will be subjected to a durability test, to 

determine how long the hand can operate without 

failure. The hand will be adapted, when necessary. 

 A special master cylinder will be designed, to 

enable body powered shoulder control. 

 Initial clinical test will be performed with healthy 

subjects, by means of a prosthesis simulator. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Current body powered hands are inefficient, and do not 

have articulating fingers. They have a low pinch force 

(<15 N) and require a high activation force. Therefore a new 

hand was designed and prototyped. The hand has the 

following specifications: 

 The ungloved hand has a low mass of only 

110 gram. 

 The hand is controlled by the principle of under-

actuation. One master cylinder controls 7 slave 

hydraulic cylinders. 

 Three fingers have two cylinder actuators each. 

The little finger has only one actuator. 

 The custom designed miniature hydraulic cylinders 

have a diameter of 8 and 9 mm. The cylinders fit 

inside a finger of a cosmetic glove. 

 The cylinders can be operated at a high pressure 

(>50 bar). 

 Initial measurements show that the hand can pinch 

over 30 N. 

 Further testing is required to determine the required 

actuation force. The required activation force can 

be optimized by optimizing the transmission ratio. 
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